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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a vision-based infant-monitoring system that adopts an infant 
behavior analysis approach to reduce infant injuries. In our study, the video camera 
is set above the crib to capture infant sequences. The system first preprocesses the 
input sequence to filter out the noise and reduce the effects of lights and shadows. 
Then, the infant’s head and limbs are detected from the input frames and compared 
with pre-defined posture maps to select the most similar map. A posture map 
describes the current infant posture; the selected posture map can be regarded as a 
node to be linked by the occurrence order to construct a dynamic behavior graph 
that describes infant behaviour captured over time. If an input posture map does not 
exist in the dynamic behavior graph, this means that an unexpected situation has 
occurred and the system would then alert the baby sitter to attend to the infant 
immediately. A weighted dynamic behavior graph adjustment algorithm is used to 
accomplish the behavior analysis. Since infants grow very quickly and their growth 
processes may differ, the dynamic behavior graph should be continuously updated 
to fit the current behavior of infants. The experimental results show that the 
proposed method is able to perform robustly in real-time. 
Keyword: Vision-based infant monitoring system, posture maps, dynamic behavior 
graphs, behavior analysis 
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33661. Introduction 
It is easy for infants to fall ill or be injured due to the negligence of baby 
sitters. Baby sitters, especially the tenderfoots, need to work under pressure to keep 
infants under close watch and out of danger. However, the average sleep time of an 
infant is very long (about 16 to 20 hours per day) and so it is unreasonable to 
request the baby sitters to monitor the infant all day long. Thus, this study develops 
a vision-based infant monitoring system to monitor the infants when they are left 
alone for a short time period and to ensure that they are safe.   
Many research works s (Bobick 2001; Juang 2009; Kirishima 2005; Kosta 
2008; Li 2007) have been proposed to detect or analyze human behavior. Kosta and 
Benoît (Kosta 2008) used the multilevel probabilistic finite state machine to analyze 
the movements of the human body limbs in order to detect and analyze simple 
actions such as walking and running. Bobick and Davis (Bobick 2001) utilized 
temporal templates to recognize human movement. Temporal templates are 
constructed using motion-energy images (MEIs) and motion-history images (MHIs) 
of the movement sequences, and matched with the stored instances of views of 
known actions for movement recognition. Juang et al. (Juang 2009) proposed a 
vision-based human body posture estimation method using body silhouette and skin 
color information. Body shape characteristics and skin color regions are used to 
locate significant body points and these points can be used to construct the structure 
of the human body to estimate the posture. 
Most of the above research focuses on detecting the postures or motions of the 
adults but not of infants. Some researchers have also applied their methods to home 
care applications. For example, Juang and Chang (Juang 2007) proposed a home 
care system that uses a neural fuzzy network method to classify human body 
postures. The system can detect the motion of a person falling down and then sitting 
on the floor. However, infants can only lie on the bed or the crib, they cannot walk, 
run, jump, or stand like adults and thus, their behaviors are very different from 
adults. This paper proposes a method to detect and analyze infant behavior for home 
care applications. In this paper, an infant refers to a baby whose age is between one 
to six months. 
In this study, the video camera is set above the crib to capture the video 
sequence for an infant. The video camera’s field of vision covers the whole body of 
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3368region, it means that the crib may be empty or the input frames are abnormal and 
the system would output the warning message. Otherwise, if skin color regions have 
been detected, then it means that the infant may be sleeping peacefully, i.e. the 
system identifies the infant by detecting the infant body and returns to the initial 
step. 
If the system detects any motion from the input sequence initially, we assume 
that the infant is lying in the crib and the system extracts the regions showing the 
infant’s head and limbs. The extracted regions will all be traced in the following 
frames, regardless of whether they are occluded or not. However, we assume that 
the system can detect the head and each limb of the infant successively at the 
beginning of the sequence. This means that the infant’s clothes cannot cover all the 
five skin color regions of the infant head and limbs and these five regions cannot 
occlude each other initially. This initial constraint may be resolved in future work. 
Following this, the system can locate the current posture and position of the 
infant by mapping the extracted skin color regions to the predefined posture maps. 
If the position of the infant is dangerous, then the system outputs the corresponding 
warning message. Otherwise, the system analyzes the infant’s current motion using 
a dynamic behavior graph, and decides whether the infant’s current motion is 
dangerous or not. If the infant’s current motion is considered dangerous, then the 
system again outputs the warning message. 
3. Preprocessing Stage 
The preprocessing stage includes two main steps, namely foreground 
extraction, and skin color detection. Figure 3 shows an example preprocessing stage 
in detail. Firstly, the system translates the input frames from the RGB model into 
the HSI color model. Let  B  and I  be the background image and the input 
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In the example shown in Figure 3, the system can obtain the foreground image 
F shown in Figure 3(b) if the background image B and the input frame I are as 
shown in Figure 3(a). The system then eliminates noise by morphological erosion, 
connects the foreground components by morphological dilation, and extracts the 
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3374dynamic behavior graph indicates that the infant usually stays at the same posture. 
Given an input sequence which includes t frames, f1, f2, f3,…, ft, let wt(n, n’) be 
the transition probabilities from nodes n to n’, and 
t
nn N ' indicate the occurring 
times until frame t during which the infant changes his/her posture from maps n to 
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Suppose the corresponding map of the frame at time t is map mt whose 
corresponding node is n, and the corresponding map of the frame at time t+1 is map 
mt+1 whose corresponding node is n’, the transition probabilities from node n to 
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On the other hand, the transition probabilities from node n to node n” (where 
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We believe the transition probabilities will become stable when the length of 
the input sequences is sufficiently long. 
6. Infant Behavior Analysis 
The flowchart of infant behavior analysis is shown in Figure 12. Firstly, a 
current dynamic behavior graph of the infant is stored in the behavior database. 
Once a current posture map is input into the system, the system will search for the 
current map in the dynamic behavior graph within the database. 
If the search is unsuccessful, it means that the current posture has never 
occurred before and the warning message will be output. If the search is successful, 
then the system will update the weight of the link between the previous posture map 
and the current map, and calculate the danger level of the current behavior. If the 
current infant behavior is dangerous, then the system outputs the warning message, 
else, the updated weights are stored in the behavior database. It should be noted that 
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